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Abstract—The popularity of RSS and similar feed formats is growing fast. This paper gives an overview of the standards and implementations in this field, and analyzes whether they allow scheduling the retrieval of feed updates. As will be shown, such support is very limited and current feed readers therefore poll providers at fixed rates. The measurements performed as part of our study show that in general a clear mismatch exists between such fixed polling rate of feed readers and the rate at which providers update their feeds; a significant performance gain is therefore possible by embedding scheduling information within feeds. This paper proposes a scheduling approach that both reduces lag in updates for active feeds and reduces wasted resources for less active feeds. Simulations show that our approach reduces the perceived lag by twenty percent, while having the same resource requirements as a fixed-rate algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a new type of site has emerged, structured like a file drawer: categories with items. Popular examples include weblogs (‘blogs’), news sites and magazine sites. With this structure arrived the possibility to share recent site contents. Using standards like RDF, RSS and Atom, it is possible for a site owner to make the latest N entries (either abbreviated or in full) in a category (‘feed’) available at his website. Other site administrators can incorporate this content into their respective websites (‘syndicate’) and interested readers can stay up-to-date (‘subscribe’) with their favorite websites using dedicated feed readers. All of these standards share the basic principle of placing an XML formatted file conforming to some schema or description on a public webserver allowing for HTTP based pull synchronization. Unfortunately, these standards are mutually incompatible in naming and usage of elements. Some allow for embedding limited information pertaining to synchronization in the feed, others do not.

The inability to efficiently embed synchronization schedules in feeds causes two problems, both related to the fact that the client software, be it a web application for syndication or a desktop feed reader for subscription, is unaware of the update schedule of the feed provider. If the client fetches the file too often or at inappropriate times, resources like bandwidth and CPU cycles are wasted at both the provider and the subscriber. Conversely, if the client’s update interval is too great, latency and lack of updates are introduced at the end-user.

With the rapidly increasing popularity of feeds (in August 2005 about 4% of end-users knowingly use these [1]) the scale of these problems increases linearly to the number of users. Right now, feed providers are limited to politely asking web surfers to configure the feed reader appropriately (for example, updating once a day [2]) and end-users in general have to guess the right update interval for a news stream.

A. Related Work

Several attempts have been initiated in the Internet community to resolve these issues. The (proposed) solutions have been partial (RDF syndication module [3]), ambiguous (RSS ttl [4]) or unfinished (Atom refreshrate [5]). In addition two papers document a solution to the problems by a complete redesign of the feed protocols. Ka Cheung Sia and Junghoo Cho introduce a central middleman and self-learning update algorithms [6], while Dan Sandler et al. describe a peer-to-peer feed update distribution system [7]. We believe the first approach of requiring a central middleman that every feed publisher and reader adheres to is against the spirit of and does not scale for the Internet. Further we think that update settings should be entered manually by the feed publisher and not determined using algorithms, because:

- Manual specification allows for rapidly changing circumstances. If, for example, a major news event occurs, the feed can lower its update interval from 4 hours to 15 minutes.
- A feed provider can adapt the values dynamically based on server load.
- Ultimately the feed author knows best when he updates his feed, e.g. every Sunday evening or when Wall Street closes. The author not only knows the publishing schedule but also the impact of latency of feed updates (compare a feed providing stock trading tips with a feed announcing upcoming computer sciences conferences).

Moreover, we think that scheduling feed retrieval can and needs to be solved by extending the already in-use layer of protocols rather than creating a whole new distribution mechanism, like Sandler proposes.

B. Research Questions

In this paper we address the issues by answering the following research questions:

- What scheduling parameters are offered by the three major feed formats Atom, RDF and RSS?
- What is the level of support for these parameters in both feeds and feed reading software?
- How does the actual update rate relate to the real-world retrieval rate?
• What are the shortcomings of current scheduling parameters and how would an improved scheduling mechanism be characterized?
• How does this improved scheduling mechanism compare to current scheduling approaches?

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the context of this research, namely the different feed standards and software. In section 3 we propose new scheduling facilities for feed retrieval. Section 4 shows the performance gain that could be obtained by using these facilities. Finally this paper finishes with the conclusions.

II. CONTEXT

This section describes the elements of the feed infrastructure relevant to this paper. It starts with an overview of existing feed publication standards and discusses the scheduling provisions provided by these standards. This section continues with analyzing other approaches to perform scheduling, and discusses how scheduling is supported by current feed aggregation software. This section concludes with the results of some measurements performed as part of our study to determine which standards and scheduling mechanisms are used by some of the most popular feeds.

A. Standards

Three different families of feed publication standards can be discerned:
• Resource Description Format Site Summary (hereafter referred to as RDF [8])
• Really Simple Syndication (referred to as RSS [4])
• IETF Atom [9]

The RDF format has originally (RDF 0.9) been developed by Netscape Communications [10] based on the language of the semantic web framework of the W3C [11]. After the initial release, this format has been reshaped [12] to be based on plain XML instead of the RDF XML wrapper (RSS 0.91). The RSS-DEV Working Group took over this work and finally created the RSS 1.0 standard. In this paper this version will be called RDF 1.0 however, to avoid confusion with RSS version 2.0, which is also based on 0.91 but created by UserLand Software [13], another leading company in this area. Since both competing formats, RDF 1.0 and RSS 2.0, are incompatible, political and technical reasons necessitated a new standard [14]. Political reasons included the struggle for the RSS trademark and the vacuum of ownership after Netscape abandoned its efforts. Technical reasons include the fact that RSS 2.0 has no required unique identification field (complicating update tracking and archiving) and ambiguous encoding of content. In cooperation with the Internet Engineering Task Force [15], a workgroup was formed that created two revisions of the new Atom standard: the informal 0.3 and the formal 1.0 version. The Atom 1.0 is published as RFC 4287 [9].

Each of these three groups has given some thought to scheduling update frequencies. The RDF 1.0 standard has optional modules, supported through XML namespaces, to incorporate additional functionality. One of these is the syndication module [3] that allows for setting a per feed update frequency. By setting the base date, period and frequency of updates, the client retrieval interval can be regulated by the feed publisher. The next lines show an example of specifying a 30 minute update schedule, starting in 2000, for RDF:

```xml
<sy:updateBase> 2000-01-01T12:00:00</sy:updateBase>
<sy:updatePeriod> hourly</sy:updatePeriod>
<sy:updateFrequency> 2 </sy:updateFrequency>
```

In the RSS core specification, several provisions have been made to specify the lifetime of a copy and some limited scheduling. The `ttl` variable allows caching of the file for a specified number of minutes. However support for this parameter limited, because of a disagreement [16], [17] over its meaning. The dispute centers over whether the given `ttl` is the minimum (readers should not request the feed before the `ttl` expires) or a maximum (readers should request before the `ttl` expires) and if the `ttl` starts at the publication or retrieval time. Recently the arguments seem to have settled by a clarification in a best practices profile. In addition to this interval, the parameters `skipHours` and `skipDays` can be used to specify at what times the feed should not be reloaded by the client. The next lines show an example of specifying a two hour caching value and no updates in the weekend during the nightly hours for RSS 2.0:

```xml
<ttl> 120 </ttl>
<skipDays>
  <day> Sunday </day>
  <day> Saturday </day>
</skipDays>
<skipHours>
  <hour> 2 </hour>
  <hour> 3 </hour>
</skipHours>
<atom:refreshRate> 900000 </atom:refreshRate>
```

If desired the RDF 1.0 syndication module can also be used with RSS. Note, however, that the RDF 1.0 specification states that the syndication module "supersedes the RSS 0.91 skipDays and skipHour elements" [3], which implies that `skipHours` and `skipDays` should not be used in conjunction with this module.

The comparatively new Atom standard does not define any no rate-limiting or scheduling parameters, despite the fact that a proposal [5] was made several years ago to include a `refreshRate` parameter. This parameter would specify the minimum interval in milliseconds between feed refreshes by a client. The next lines show an example of a 15 minute update schedule using this parameter:

```xml
<atom:refreshRate> 900000 </atom:refreshRate>
```
B. Other Approaches

Two other approaches exist for retrieving feeds more intelligently.

The RSS specification allows for a push/pull hybrid model by introducing the cloud element. By connecting to the SOAP webservice specified by this parameter, a client registers at the service to receive update notifications. When the service detects a change (either by polling the feed or by integration in the publication process), it connects to a SOAP service at the client’s workstation and transmits the URL of the changed feed. The client can now retrieve the updated feed. This approach seems to introduce more problems than solutions however. These problems relate to security (traversing firewalls and NATs, listening port on workstation) and scalability (the cloud protocol does not allow the client to stop the subscription; it instead relies on expiration after 24 hours). A similar idea [18] has been proposed for the Atom standard.

One particular header in the HTTP protocol deserves some further explanation since its existence is sometimes used to justify the lack of support for ttl in aggregators or standards: the expires header (see paragraph 14.21 [19]). Using this header a webservice can specify the maximum time-to-live of a document. Because HTTP is also used for transferring feed files, it could be interpreted as a caching hint by feed readers. One problem however is that the expiration time is part of the HTTP server configuration and can not be changed dynamically from a document (contrary to e.g. the last-modified header). This means that ordinary users can not influence this timer and making it multi valued (dependent on publication schedule) is difficult. This problem and the fact that from an architectural point of view such usage would break the layering principle, makes this header not suitable for our purposes. This conclusion has also been drawn in the Atom caching proposal, which initially considered [20] to reuse the HTTP expires header for scheduling purposes, but later reversed its stand [21].

The HTTP protocol also allows for the server and client to reduce resource bandwidth usage by employing gzip encoding and header fields like if-modified-since. Because our scope is broader than just reduction of content bandwidth consumption (for example server load during compression or database access and number of TCP connections) and these possibilities can be combined with our proposal without altering the results, we do not discuss these further.

C. Feed Aggregation Software

Feeds can be consumed by desktop applications known as feed aggregators, named so because they aggregate news from several sources and display it in a uniform interface. Many webbrowsers feature a built-in aggregator, but stand-alone software packages are also common. Some require a subscription to an internet service that acts as a central proxy; these are outside the scope of this paper, because their retrieval/synchronization mechanisms are not solely based on pulling feeds over HTTP.

Table I provides an overview of the six most popular [22] that do not connect to an intermediate service. This table also details the default and minimum refresh rate in minutes and the level of support for the three scheduling elements (RDF 1.0 updateFrequency, RSS 2.0 ttl and RSS 2.0 skipHours/skipDays). Remarkable are the spread of the default update rate (ranging from 30 minutes to 4 hours) and the lack of support for any scheduling mechanism in the popular packages2.

Due to the very limited support for the scheduling features in the feed formats, feeds will be refreshed according to the wildly varying default synchronization settings for the diverse software packages, unless the user manually chooses a different interval.

D. Usage

To investigate which feed standards and scheduling mechanisms are used in practice, we have analyzed the two hundred most popular feeds, as identified by a large online feed aggregator [23]. After removing invalid, inactive and duplicate feeds, 193 unique feeds were left. If a feed is available in multiple formats, then in our analysis the RSS version is preferred to RDF, and RDF to Atom. These feeds have been retrieved a fifteen minutes interval for a period of eight weeks (between July 14th 2006 and September 10th 2006). These files have been parsed and inserted into a database. Table II shows the distribution of formats/versions and the use of scheduling parameters among the feeds. The data shows that few sites still use one of the RDF based formats, with the majority using the latest RSS 2.0 standards. The rise of the open standard Atom, backed by giants like IBM and Google, has just begun and is likely to continue in the following years as its familiarity increases.

After parsing the individual items in each file are compared to determine the update time of a feed. An update is defined as ”the set of computed CRC32 for the items of a file is not equal to the set of the previous file”. Figure 1 shows a graphical

---

1The marketshare is based on data [22] provided by a feed management provider and is adjusted to exclude online aggregators and podcast based applications.

2Some less popular or upcoming programs like Opera 9 and Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 do support the ttl element.
distribution of the average update interval for all feeds (X axis) on a logarithmic scale (Y axis, number of updates in eight week timeframe). At the extreme left are feeds that update only a few times per month while at the right are sites that update almost continuously. Fifty seven percent of the feeds update at most twice a day and only seven percent of these feeds are updated every hour. The median update interval for these feeds is 16 hours. These statistics do not match the default refresh rate in most popular feed readers, where hourly is the most prevalent choice. The advantage of being able to specify the retrieval interval is evident from this mismatch.

III. SPECIFICATION

This section describes the shortcomings in current scheduling facilities and introduces our proposed improvements.

A. Problems

Because the RSS 2.0 solution to scheduling is feature wise the most complete of the three feed families, we examine the ttl/skipHours/skipDays approach for shortcomings that prevent it from offering true synchronization scheduling.

- Only one ttl value can be set; separate ttl values for different times of the day are not possible.

3Technically it is possible to modify the ttl value at each update of the feed to the appropriate value, but this creates problems for feed readers that are not online continuously and this usage is also not intended.

- The ttl value not only suffers from the ambiguity of its specification but also from specifying an inappropriate key. We think the feed should not specify a minimum or maximum time-to-live but a recommended value: the final decision should be made by the feed reader/user (following an optional extension should not restrict a user more than ignoring the extension).

- The skipHours and skipDays mechanism is inefficient at specifying combinations of both when the interval of permissible hours passes the date line due to the shift from GMT, for example only on weekdays between nine A.M. and nine P.M. Pacific time.

- The skipHours and skipDays elements assume a reader to be online at all times, because the reader is not supposed to reload the feed during these times, even if the reader was offline when the skip restrictions were not in place.

Though the RSS standard has limited support for scheduling, the Atom version is even shorter on functionality. Considering its chances for being a dominant player, this is also a serious problem.

B. Proposed Scheduling Algorithm

Our proposal consists of set of scheduling rules to be embedded by the author in the XML file. The specification of these rules should be convenient, indicating hours and/or days when the rule should be active by defining start and end values. When a rule is active, the interval associated with it is the recommended retrieval rate for the client. Depending on the settings in the client, this interval may be adopted: a program can offer a user the choice of a minimum and maximum interval and whether the recommendation should be followed (‘normal’) or the value should be multiplied/divided by two (‘more frequent’, 'less frequent').

As an example of the proposed syntax, picture a feed that has a half hour retrieval rate during business hours and at four in the morning when scheduled updates are posted and a four hour rate at all other times. This can be expressed in XML as:

<interval> 240 </interval>
<interval starthour="9" endhour="17"
startday="1" endday="5"> 30 </interval>
<interval starthour="4" endhour="4"> 30 
</interval>

Using the simple algorithm in figure 3, a client can determine the exact update time given the last update time/start time and the set of rules. Before actually using the value provided by this function, the feed reader should add a random value in the range -duration/2 ... duration/2 to avoid that all readers retrieve the feed at exactly the same time and so overload the server.

4The precise syntax definition, including timezone choice, namespace and schema, is not specified, because this depends on the respective feed standard and is not relevant for this paper.
IV. PERFORMANCE

This section details the results of using the proposed algorithm.

A. Determining Rules

As stated before the schedules are determined manually for each of the 193 feeds. Before analyzing the update behavior, the available data is split in a six week training set and a two week test set. We have developed a program to visualize change activity for different times (horizontal axis) and days (vertical axis) of the week during the training period for each feed, see the left-hand side of figure 2. This programs sets the background color of each cell of the matrix according to the update frequency in that particular hour for that feed. Next we create the rules by marking similarly colored rectangular areas and assigning a number (zero is reserved for the unmarked area); each area represents a different interval and thereby a unique rule. Afterwards another program calculates the average interval between updates for each of these rules (see the right-hand side of the figure). Thirty percent of the feeds have just the default rule, because no publication patterns are discernible.

B. Results of Using Rules

We have developed a small simulator for feed retrieval that can request feeds using two algorithms: either using the scheduling mechanism that allows different intervals or by employing a linear mechanism. This linear algorithm using one fixed interval represents a traditional feed reader and is used as a benchmark. For the scheduling algorithm, the simulator is set to follow the calculated average interval per rule, if it is between 15 and 240 minutes; otherwise one of these boundaries is used. The minimum was chosen to be equal to the retrieval interval of our test data and the maximum was chosen to be equal to the maximum default retrieval value for popular feed readers. The linear algorithm runs after the other one and uses the timeframe divided by the number of downloads by the smarter algorithm to determine the interval. This way the performance of both can be justly analyzed, because the amounts of consumed resources are equal.

The simulator has two sets of data: the already studied training data and the test data to gauge the possible efficiency of the rules. For each mechanism, each feed and each dataset, the simulators starts 240 runs that each have a starting time that is one minute later than the previous run in order to eliminate any coincidences in timing. In total 185,280 simulations are performed. After the simulations have been performed, the simulator outputs grouped statistics that are used to evaluate the scheduling. The training run revealed that 58 of the feeds with multiple rules (42.33%) benefited significantly, meaning a reduction in average delay by at least five percent, from this system. Table III details the statistics of both algorithms and both runs for those 58 feeds. These statistics include the average delay between publication and retrieval of an updated file (delay), the arithmetic mean of the standard deviation of the average delay (stddev delay) and the average number of downloads that returned an updated file (hits) or an unchanged file (misses).

Several observations can be made from this table. First the manual scheduling rules are also applicable to the unseen test data. Secondly, all averaged indicators improve when using the scheduling algorithm versus linear retrieval. The arguably most important statistic, namely average delay, improves by 22.42%. If we calculate the improvement in average delay on a per feed basis and then calculate the mean, so filtering out extreme absolute improvements, this value equals 20.07%. Obviously, this improvement in latency can also be traded off in full or partially for a decrease in resource usage. The 79 feeds that did not benefit from multiple rules did not have a clear publication pattern or, in most cases, had too few updates and the algorithm would default to its maximum value.
realizing equal values for both mechanisms.

The maximum gain from using this rule based scheduling mechanism instead of a linear algorithm is capped by setting the maximum the interval parameter to 240 minutes. Especially feeds having few updates at some times of the days and many updates at others but also feeds not having many updates at all, would have decreased lag and decreased resource usage when raising this parameter. Still we maintain a value of four hours, so consumers know that the feed is updated when applicable but at least every four hours.

V. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the scheduling possibilities of the three major feed syndication formats RDF, RSS and Atom. Both RDF and RSS allow for limited specification of the update interval. Atom, while rising in popularity, currently offers no way of schedule specification at all. Although a quarter of our test feeds did specify such interval, support for it is extremely poor in feed reading software, so feed retrieval will almost always be done using the current interval settings of the software. We speculate that this entails that most feeds are retrieved using the default interval of the used software package, ranging anywhere from half an hour to four hours. This contrasts sharply with the observed median update interval of sixteen hours.

We have proposed a scheduling specification applicable to all three formats that allows for setting a recommended retrieval rate for different times and days of the week. Using a training and verification data set we have established that active feeds would benefit significantly from using this algorithm by decreasing the perceived lag between updates and retrieval while using the same bandwidth as a purely linear algorithm on average by over twenty percent. Less active feeds also have an advantage by being able to specify the schedule, they can conserve resources by using an appropriate schedule.

The main conclusion of this paper is that support for the specification of feed update schedules should increase, in both standards and software. For the Atom standard to have at least equivalent functionality to its main competitor RSS, it has to be extended by a scheduling mechanism, preferably based on a rule system such as our proposal. The developers of the next generation of the RSS format should also evaluate the merits of including such functionality. Software publishers that incorporate pull based synchronization of feeds should also support the scheduling parameters present in feed standards.

Only then are wasted resources by clients updating too often and unnecessary lag and lack of updates due to clients updating not often enough a thing of the past.
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